Despite its frequent occurrence in the intensive care setting, the diagnosis of VAP is confounded by the unavailability of diagnostic tests with appropriate performance characteristics. Clinical evaluation and standard radiological examinations at the bedside lack both sensitivity and specificity. As a consequence, most clinicians rely on microbiological cultures of airway secretions to arrive at a diagnosis.

Unfortunately, routine qualitative cultures of suctioned tracheal secretions lack specificity for the detection of VAP, as airway colonization and tracheobronchitis may not be differentiated by such cultures. Studies that have used postmortem lung histology as the gold standard for VAP consistently report excellent specificity for dense microbial growth on quantitative cultures taken from the distal airway. Thus, high quantitative growth (>10^4 cfu/mL) on the BAL raises the specificity of diagnosis of pneumonia from ~75% (with endotracheal aspirates) to as high as 100%.

The process of obtaining distal bronchial secretions by BAL, however, is cumbersome and potentially decompensating in ventilated patients with severe hypoxia. Limited bronchoscopic skills, the high costs, and restricted availability of quantitative cultures impose constraints on their routine use in India. So, is a test with high specificity desirable or even necessary?

Two randomized control studies have compared outcomes in VAP diagnosed by an invasive technique (BAL-directed distal airway cultures; high specificity) with a noninvasive method of airway sampling (nonquantitative culture of tracheal aspirate; high sensitivity). Neither investigation was able to demonstrate a difference in unadjusted 28-day mortality or in ventilator-free days.

While this may be cursorily interpreted as sufficient support for noninvasive diagnosis, the higher sensitivity of qualitative endotracheal aspirates and the more frequent isolation of organisms in suspected VAP result in overtreatment with antibiotics, which may promote antibiotic resistance. On this basis, professional consensus in Europe, for instance, is to perform quantitative BAL before initiating antibiotics in all patients with suspected VAP.

This dilemma, where the benefits of an effective, easily available, and inexpensive process like tracheal aspirate culture are countered by concerns about the overuse of antibiotics, needs resolution in the context of settings with major antibiotic resistance issues. It is in this framework that we should reassess the value of simple clinical tools such as the CPIS that may provide us with the specificity without needing complex invasive processes.

**Is the CPIS Specific Enough?**

The CPIS as developed by Pugin and colleagues was an “attempt to determine early (clinical) criteria for the diagnosis of pulmonary infection” against the surrogate gold standard of quantitative culture of BAL fluid. In this study, the CPIS determined by six easily assessable criteria was able to discriminate between the presence and absence of microbiologically defined pneumonia with excellent sensitivity and specificity. A CPIS cutoff score of six demonstrated 93% sensitivity and 100% specificity in identifying pneumonia.

The optimism of this initial study in utilizing a simple clinical tool to increase the specificity of our diagnosis of VAP did not withstand subsequent rigorous re-evaluation. While methodological issues related to the small initial study in a homogeneous group of mainly medical patients limit its extrapolation, the constituent parameters used in the score were arbitrarily selected and weighted based on expert opinion and not on their true predictive value. As a consequence, further testing against histological and quantitative microbiological standards yielded far lower specificities, ranging from 42 to 85%. In a post hoc analysis of the large database from the Canadian Critical Care Trials Group’s (CCTG) RCT comparing invasive and noninvasive diagnosis of VAP, the CPIS performed poorly and was unable to discriminate between the presence and absence of VAP as assessed by clinical adjudication (AU-ROC: 0.47; 95% CI; 0.42–0.53).

**Ultrasound to the Rescue**

Some of the poor performance of the CPIS may be attributed to its irreproducibility—being highly variable when assessed by multiple clinical observers. The subjectivity in the interpretation...
of some of the included parameters such as the chest radiograph has been a major issue. Based on this concern, Samanta et al., the investigators of a study published in this issue of IJCCM, have substituted the radiographic constituents of the CPIS with sonographic findings to generate a “sono-pulmonary infection score” (SPIS) presuming greater specificity and inter-rater reliability of the ultrasound evaluation.

How robust are these sonographic parameters? After the initial description of lung ultrasound correlates of pneumonia in critically ill patients by Lichtenstein and colleagues, a series of smaller studies have compared the diagnostic value of LUS and bedside chest X-ray against the standard of chest CT. An earlier systematic review of these studies claimed similar specificity for LUS and chest X-ray. However, these studies did not look at the sonographic characteristics of consolidation but focused only on their presence along with pneumothorax and pleural effusion. A more nuanced understanding of LUS features has emerged since then, and the appearance of anterior subpleural consolidations and lobar/sublobar consolidations with a dynamic air bronchogram has been identified as being more specific (80–90%) for VAP in prospective cohorts even using quantitative BAL as the comparator. The authors of the current study have used these parameters for inclusion in their SPIS.

The Current Study
Samanta and colleagues show that the substitution of LUS parameters in the place of chest radiography increases the discrimination of the CPIS (AU-ROC; 0.617 for CPIS increases to 0.808 for SPIS) and in the specificity of diagnosis of VAP. The rise in specificity (with a cutoff score of 6) from 60% for CPIS (95%CI; 40.6–77.3) to 73.3% for SPIS (95% CI; 54.1–87.7) is clinically important and is augmented further by the inclusion of culture results. Unfortunately, the overlapping 95% confidence limits in this study warrant a cautious interpretation of these hopeful results and it may be worthwhile to keep the following considerations in mind:

- The use of quantitative culture of mini-BAL aspirate as the surrogate standard for VAP in this paper may be questioned. Studies imply that its performance (lower specificity) may not be equivalent to conventional invasive BAL, which would have been the ideal comparator to judge the performance of the SPIS.
- Though the prospective nature of this study assures us of the quality of the study data, the hypothesis that lung ultrasound would augment the predictive value of CPIS was, at best, conjunctural, based on its performance characteristics in other situations. The magnitude of change in specificity or the AU-ROC could not be predicted in advance to plan a study of such size to have no independent predictive value in large prospective databases, with the exception of oxygenation (P/F ratio). It may be time to abandon the CPIS/SPIS paradigm entirely and combine the highly specific LUS findings with alternative parameters like airway secretion microscopy/culture, biomarkers, and oxygenation indices to develop better predictive tools for VAP.

While it may be tempting to immediately generalize the diagnostic methodology suggested by this elegant study to clinical practice, the exploratory nature of the SPIS cannot be overemphasized. Independent prospective validation in studies of a sufficient size will be needed to confirm the gain in specificity identified in the current investigation. It also remains to be seen, if this gain in specificity translates into more restrictive antibiotic use, as, going by prior experience, it is unlikely to influence clinical outcomes and survival. Finally, most of the components of the CPIS seem to have no independent predictive value in large prospective databases, with the exception of oxygenation (P/F ratio). It may be time to abandon the CPIS/SPIS paradigm entirely and combine the highly specific LUS findings with alternative parameters like airway secretion microscopy/culture, biomarkers, and oxygenation indices to develop better predictive tools for VAP.

The path to diagnostic certainty is often not steady or linear, but the information gathered by such exploratory evaluations is certainly pointing us in the right direction.

Abbreviations
VAP Ventilator-associated pneumonia
BAL Bronchoalveolar lavage
CPIS Clinical pulmonary infection score
AU-ROC Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
CT Computerized tomography
P/F PaO₂/FIO₂ ratio
LUS Lung ultrasound
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